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Abstract—As robots move out of closed and controlled facilities
and into domestic environments, these robots need to observe and
understand the surrounding world it is part of. Creating behavior
a user expects is an important step to create successful human-
robot interaction in the long run. Especially the way a mobile
robot moves towards a person in a one-on-one situation sets
expectations for later interactions. Commonly this is only based
on the distance between the person and the robot. The emotions
humans show when a robot moves in their close proximity or
the amount of attention a person is giving towards the robot
however, have rarely been considered in real time operations.
In this work we present an emotion and attention recognition
pipeline of a simple robotic behavior of adapting the distance to
a human based on the capabilities of the installed sensors (field
of view, range, etc.) as well as the emotions that the robot is
observing from the humans facial expressions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally robots have been placed in enclosed working
areas to ensure the safety of human workers. This approach,
however toned down nowadays, is still often used in an
industrial setting. In other environments and situations (e.g.
costumer support robot in a shop, care robot in a care facility)
this approach is neither possible nor purposeful. Substantial
progress has been made to enable robots to keep at an
appropriate distance to the user based on personal zones
(proxemics) as defined by Hall [1], or on the robot’s sensor
requirement to be within a certain range [2]. Dondrup et
al. [3] incorporated Qualitative Trajectory Calculus into the
concept of proxemics during interactions of a mobile robot
and a person. We believe however that social, mobile robots
need to adapt their behavior not only based on the distance,
but also according to expressed emotions of the people they
are interacting with. To enable such adaptation we propose
a system that classifies an emotion from a RGB image into
one out of six basic emotions (anger, disgust, fear, happiness,
sadness, and surprise). Further it calculates the duration of
visual attention (i.e. looking at the robot) given towards the
robot. This is used as an indicator of the awareness of the
robot’s actions by the user. Recent work on facial emotion
recognition moved away from the focus of still images towards
video sequences and shows promising results in both fields [4],
[5]. The step to put such systems on a mobile robot however
not only brings challenges in terms of a fast moving camera
(e.g. on a pan/tilt unit, or arm) but also the ability to reposition

the robot to the user for improved recognition rates.

II. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

To extend a mobile robot’s capabilities in domestic envi-
ronment or public space we designed an emotion recognition
system working on RGB images. While sensor input from
e.g. heart rate monitor or EEG could improve the classification
of emotions, we do not see them as a practical approach
outside of a lab situation. Therefore, we limit the robot’s input
data to reflect what a human would be able to observe as well.

In the following we only present the steps starting after
the image acquisition. The detection of the human based on
LIDAR distance measurements and viewpoint calculations to
point the camera towards the face of the user is not discussed.
An overview of this pipeline is also presented in figure 1.

• The first step is the commonly used face- and facial
landmark detector from the DLib toolkit1. The output
from this detection is fed into 3 parallel blocks for
emotion recognition and gaze direction calculations.

• For the next block we retrained the final layers of
Google’s Inception network [6] to classify the basic
emotions based on facial expressions. The retraining was
performed on the FER-2013 facial expressions dataset,
created by Pierre Luc Carrier and Aaron Courville as
outlined in [7]. As the training of the original inception
network was not performed with facial landmarks in mind
we do not use them in this block and only operate on the
region-of-interest (ROI) in which a face was detected.

• For the next emotion recognition block we trained a more
traditional machine learning approach, namely a SVM
classifier. We trained this classifier on the same dataset
as our Inception based method, however instead of a ROI
we directly used the facial landmarks extracted from the
first step. The landmarks were extracted from the same
dataset as for our first method.

• Further we added a block to calculate a head pose- and
gaze direction estimation based on the work from [8]
which we use to infer the amount of attention a person
is giving towards the robot.

Parallel to the emotion recognition we collect the duration
of attention a user is providing towards the robot and the

1https://dlib.net

https://dlib.net


Fig. 1. Emotion recognition and attention estimation pipeline

last recognized emotion to enable the robot’s decision making
framework to incorporate into. In our case we plan to explore
this to adapt its distance towards the user in different interac-
tion scenarios.

III. DISCUSSION

First tests with an Asus Xtion Pro sensor mounted on the
pan/tilt unit on top of a Festo Robotino2 platform suggest
that the optimal distance for the face detection and landmark
extraction is between 0.9m and 1.9m from the camera. This
range will be used to define the area in which our robot should
stay during interaction.

Our next step is to collect data on expectation towards a
mobile robot based on emotional state. From this we expect
a first simple model about the movements the robot should
perform after recognizing a certain emotional state of the
user. After that we are planning a user study in which we
will evaluate this model on two different mobile robots to
evaluate not only the effect of the adaptation of distance, but
also if such an effect can be observed across different robotic
embodiments as well. Our overall expectation is that such an
adapting behavior will result in higher acceptance of the robot,
as it adds a sense of situation awareness into the overall robotic
system.
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